Webinar Monitoring Survey:
Costing the Implementation of Laws & Policies on
Violence against Women and Girls
Organized by the Ending Violence against Women and Gender-Responsive Budgeting Teams,
UN Women

Date: 20th October 2011
Time: 8:00 am – 11:00am (EST)
Participation: By invitation (limited)
Number of Participants: 25

General:

Learning:

6. Will you apply the information obtained in the webinar to your work? Please explain.
___________________________________________________________________________________
“Yes, especially on how the costing exercise being conducted and the rationale behind the costing
exercise that could be used for advocacy”
“Yes, UN Women will be supporting a costing exercise at country level; it was extremely useful know
previous experiences at country level and have insight into the many possible methodologies that have
been developed in face of different country contexts and objectives.”
“Much of the information obtained from participating at the webinar has already been incorporated in a
draft workplan for a costing exercise of Mauritius GBV action plan. Beyond application of the information
obtained, many of the queries raised are useful to challenge our approach and establish comparisons
with alternative approaches that can be applied in other countries, better suiting the national context.”
“Yes, it was useful because in our country we will be doing a costing study soon, so the tips given by the
presenters were helpful. Plus it was interesting to get a broader view of the issue.”
“Yes, I was very happy to hear about the GRB based approaches which I am also using.”
“Yes, certainly helped to know other techniques and tools other countries used to costing DV. If we have
to do it over again, I'm happy I know now some other tools that can be considered.”
“Sure”

Other comment:
“It‟s a great idea – a way to be involved in a „seminar‟ without the expense of travel.”

Future Directions:

Technology:

